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I. VALILLITON OP ciancuns ACHIM sr az mann PROGRAM

The objeciives of the Institute were "to provide teacher.training in

the folklore and traditions of Mexican.American, Black, and Appalachian

people to teachers who are either members of these cultures, or who work

with students of these cultures; to present teachers with subject mattsr,

curriculua and backgrcund.informatio'n on the folklore and tr'aditions of

these three oultures which can be intorporated into school curriculum; and

to emphasize that through the study of .the vtricus folk expressive forms of

those cultures . speech, narratives (tales, legends), music (songs, ballads):

customs, folk belie/Se folk medicine, and so am . teachers and students may

grovr in their appreciation and understanding of their own cultural traditions

and values as well as those values of others in our multi.ethnic society."

Tarty persons participated in the Folklore Institute s two were els.

mentary teachers, ftre were junior high school teachers, 17 were teachers in

senior high =shoals and five were graduate students with teaching experience.

Of these 30 persons, six were Mexisan.American, fire were Appalachian, four

were black, and 15 were of the mainstream culture who worked with these three

ural groups. Of the total participants in the Institute, 10 worked with

Mezican.American students, 20 with Appalachian students, and 25 with bleak

students. One participant vas a college teacher in a small liberal arts

college with a considerable black student enrollment.

Patrick Mullen taught the folklore methodology course. Because the

students were not familiar with the discipline of folklore, he began his

methodology class with a great deal of lecturing, presenting basic material

on definitions and approaches to folklore using examples taken from the three

or cultures. Half way throughthe Institute, students were quite anxious to
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oonsider folklore materials on their own. Fortunately by this time enough

baokground information had been given and the classroom situation shifted to

more discussion and loss lecture. Often the students broke into small groups

for more in.depth seminar .discussion. The same occurred with the other class

sessions in Black, Mexican.Am-erioan, and Appalachian folklore taught by

Darnell Alliams, IAOS Cardoso-Yreemano and William Lightfoot. Basically,

class sessions during the firwt throe weeks were teacher centered with much

leoturing but changed half Iry through, becoAng more student centered. Al .

though'some of the instructors felt that more time was needed to present

specific information on the culture and traditions of these groups, partici.

pants, most of who were mature and experienced teachers themselves, were

anxious to try their hand at what they were learning. !enthusiasm and inter.

'est on the part of the participants was extremely high and contributed to the

411 sense of frustration and impatience which they exiressed at not being able

to try ihe materials out on their own immediately.
Consequently, what took

place vas an exciting and challenging little "revolution and dr*rthrovos of

the initial plan of procedure (fourleotures per day with the last hour re.

served for student response) and as a resqlt the last three weeks were spent

with less formal lecture and more student involvement and discussion during

the period originally scheduled for lecture presentations by the teaching

stet:. Too little time to present al the material (six weeks) and a great

deal of interest and enthusiasm on the part of the students helped contribute

to this interesting and dynamic experience.

Another noteworthy development of the institute vas the interaction which

took place between the participants. The classroom was spacicas and planned

with long tables arranged in a tl.shaptso that no one had their backs turned

to anyone else. Every effort was made initially by the staff to break down

1 4
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barriers so people would-feel comfortable with one another. This was very

successful,. 'Within a. dgy or two, groups of brown, black and whit students

were going oft to eat together, to sits or to play a quick game of tennis to.

gether duiing the.two hour lnnch break. The camaraderie and cordiality was

an exciting development which had been hoped tar but we had not expected the

extent .to which it developed. Quite clearly tha paxtioipants liked each other;

indeed, it was sometimes difficult to get them back into the classroom after

the twelve minute break periods between sessions, they were to busy enjoying

each other's coscany and discussing folklore. Several of our participants

had never met Mexican.Americans before and were delighted with our charming

contingent fram this culture. W4dnesday late atteinoon parties were instituted

beginning with the first week,4and evening fiestas were given at the homes of

Patrick Mallen and Ines Cardoso-Freeman, as well as at the homes of some of

the participants vho live in the Columbus area. Itlat's home,. Darnell Williams

and the black participants prepared a soul food feast from .black tradition, and

traditionallfiktmulfoodtvws prepared by the Mexican-American stddents at Inas'

home. The important point of this comaraderie and good fellowship is that

four diverse and unique cultural groups . mainstream and three minarities . came

together in friendship, mutual admiration and trust because an institute focusing

on the culture and traditions of the three minorities helped to break down bar.

riers and create an understanding and respect for differemes. As a result of

this we are firmly convinced of the correctness of our hypothesis that teaching

the folklore and traditions of the cultures of the children that are in a

classroom will help them to respect and care for ono another.

Occasionally, Darnell Williams challenged stereotypical views which ire

sometimes held by non-blacks and this often provoked open and frank discussion

in and out of the classroom. Although this did not occur during the Mexican-.
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American or Appalaohian class Sessions, there were serious discussions held

in and out of *last regarding stereotypical images of these groups vith the

Mexican...American and Appalachian students clarifying misconceptions. Through..

oat the proosedings of the Institute people did a great deal of mind...stretching.

Overall, students were attentive and eager to learn. They asked intel-

ligent questions and often directed discussion into fruitful areas for every.

one. liSpecially later in the Institute, students were able to take abstract

falklore theory and apply it to concrete situations which they confronted in

their own teaching. We vere able to deal effectively with problems arising

from the conflicits between minority and mainstream cultures, as moll as con.

frnnt specific curriculum and pedagogical problems.

A form evaluating the Fblklore Institute vas developed which participants

were asked to respond to in writing on the last day of classes. The questions

as d were: "I. Uhat has been the value of the Folklore /nstitute for yov. for:

a) ersonal growth and understanding of the three cultures; b) Professional

avp icatian in the classroom. II. ShoUld the lblklore Institute be repeated

in the future? If so, why? /II. Please evaluate the 22112211aLftual by

Patrick Millen and make suggestions and criticisms for revision. IV. Please

add aoy specific comments or criticisms mbich you mish to make." The responses

left no doubt that the Institute and its proceedings had been enormously help.

ful and meaningful for all the participants. All responded positively to the

experience and all strongly believed that the Institute should he offered each

summer to teachers.

The participants ail agreed on ths value of folklore field collecting as

a means of increasing cultural understanding and as a means of teaching other

skills such as mriting, reading, photography, jou.lalism, and so on. The

Foxfire project in Georgia and the Thistledomn project.in Ohio proved especially
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useful Aodels for relating folklore field collsoting to other skills. The

folklore 'field collecting manna which Patrick Mullen put together for tu

Institute also provided a valuable resourc for. participants. Most of them

planned to use the manual as a basis for teaching folklore collecting to their

Gen students.

Most of the participants mentionel the value of social contact outside

the Institute classroom as *paeans of breaking down ethnocentric barriers and

coming to a greater awareness of minority cultures. raring the meekly social

gatherings in which instructors and participants representing black, Mexican.

American and Appalaohian awl mainstream culturesgot together on an informal

basis, people talked about their personal expriencs as meMbers of minority

groups and even shared their folk expressions such as singing songs from the

;

different cultures. This informal social contact had a profbund effect on

the classroom in that artificial instructor.participant barriers were torn

domn ind participants interacted more freely. The consciousness raising in

cultural plurality became much more meaningful when it took place within a

personal context.

Overall, the conduct of the Institut* was very effective and in keeping

wi.th our stated goals. We were flexible *nought° allow for change in the

way classes were taught but without sacrificing the original purpose of the

Institute. Participants learned a great deal about folklore as an academic

subject, and they also became more sensitive tiCI cultures besides their own.

Communication was maintained with the participants through personal con.

tact, the newsletter, and by telephone, and it is obvious that the Institute

has influenced the teaching programs of most of the participants. The fol-1

lowing are 30M0 examples of what has happened this year.

Gwendolyn Morrell teaches third grade at an inner.city school in Columbus,
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ill'. 'Ohio, and has Appalachian,.blacik and mainstream children in ber class. For

'the 1918.49794schoOl year, Gwendolyn instituted a folklore component in the

cirriculum. She bad William Lightflict, an instructor in the Institut*, coma

to her class to speak tc the students and observe her use of folklore in the

classroom; he'll's favorably impressed by the way she had adapted Institute ..

concepts to the third grade level. Ms. Herren has used a series'of world

folktales to teach ber pupils in various areas :.noluding oultural values,

geoirapby, reading, writing, and even arithmetic (mak were'mentioned in a

Mexican foiktale and she had her students convrt 21421 into dollars). She

read them a short novel about Mexico yhich contained many folk mmtifs, and

fram this she taught them about the mature of Mmxico. She employed ma47

audio-visual aids (such as slides, photographs, drawings, and.tapes) in order

to.involve her students in the project. ?ram talking.to her about her ass of

110 folklore, me believe her efforts have beeh very successful. Next week, Inez

Cardozo-Freeman will.visit her classroom. Inez will share some Mexican folk

.
tales and legends, children's, riddles and games, sing some foiksongs fram

/

Mexico, play the guitar and teach a simple folk dance.

Frances Spratley teaches at a Columbus high school Which has a lalme

black enrollment. She has had her students do collecting projects from their

own families and then report the folkloro in claus. The discussions which

followed in class hare been effective in informing the students about the

differences in cultures and have helped make the white students view black

culture more positively. MS. Spratley has also used folklore to teach reading

and writillg skills; she found that when students transcribed recorded inter.

view tapes into written form they learned about sentence structure, punctu,-

ation and spelling. Incidentally, Ms. Spratley has just finished her Mister's

degree. Patrick Mullen served on her committee and half of her Master's exam..

8



inatian vas on folklore and education.

Another high school experience has boon reported by Rick Haddix who

teaches Mexican.American and Anglo students in Lima, Ohio-. In thf 1979-1979

school year, he instituted an Amerioan Studies course whioh.employs an Ameri.

can folklore segment% The course has been highly successful; so much so the..

another teacher is now using many of the same materials 'and Approaches in her

clasi and is also collaborating with Rick in team teachiig Worts combining

hisory. !English and folklore. One of our hopes for the Institute was to

have participants go back ta their schools and flu.nce other teachers; this

is obviously happening in Ilma. Mr. Haddix and colleague have found that

students are much moie interested and involved in American folklore than they

are in American history 'and literature. These traditional areas are not neg-

lected though since thwy use folklore as a springboard to teach history and

literature. They have also found that folklore excites all levels of students;

the program vaa used first'ld.th collego-bound students, and now they are having

equal sUCCOSS with remedial students.

Perhaps the most widespread potential influence of the Institute is

through Sharon Dorsey who is on the Columbus Board of Education,s Committee

for Desegregation. She has alre.dy made suggastiolls to the Committee based

on ideas learned in the Institute; of course,.it is difficult to determine

at this time how, many of her ideas will be implemented as the Columba:: schools

go through the process of dwiegration, but there is no doubt of the importance

of having a person utth MS. Darsey's understanding of black folklore and cul-

ture on the committee. She is already hard at work trying to break down some

of the ethnocentric biases of the committee and to introduce them to the value

of cultural pluralism. Ms. Dorsey recently completed her Ph.D. examinations

411 in the College of Education at the Ohio State University, and a large part
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ot the 3:l1'-mination was on folklore and education. This and Me. Spratley's

-lister's examare an indication of a graving interest Li the folklore of min.

ority groups in the College of Education.

Applications of concepts from the institute in areas outside the public

sohooli took place; especially in social service areas. Two social service

projects have coal about because of the Institute. The Children's Mental

Health Center of Columbus sent observers to several Institute sessions whre

they got the idea of having an inservice workshop on Appalachian and black

folklore for social wrkers in Columbus. They received funding for the project

from the Ohio Arts Coamoil, (with help on how to write thi proposal from Inez

Cardozo.Freeman) and asked lalliam Lightfoot and Patrick Mullen to conduct

workshops. As of this writing separate sessions on black and Appalachian lore

have been held and others are planned forIthe fall of 1979. The participants

found the folklore material presented to loe very useful in their work since

they must deal with black and Appalachiani people whose social protlems are

directly related to cultural differences.tetween them and the mainstream culture.

The social workers were able to mak( many practical applications of folklore

to everyday situations.

Another conference on "Race and Ethnicity: A Social Nbrk Focus on Blacks

, and Appalswhians" was sponsored by the College of Social Work at the Ohio State

University on April 9 and 10. AA a result of hearing about the Instil;ute,

Charles Ross, a professor of Social Work who planned the conference, invited

William Lightfoot and Patrick Mallen to participate in a panel discussion on

Appalachian folk beliefs. This panel was the best attended at the conference

and, as occurred at the Mental Health Workshop, the social workers were en-

* thusiastic about the possibilities for applying folklore studies to social work.

The Ohio State University School of Nursing', also es a iesult of hearing
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about the work of the Institute,. invited Inez Cardozo-Freeman to participate

in a deraong vorkshop for the faculty of the School in whiOh folk medical

beliefs and practices of M:xicsimpAmerican people,was explored in an effort

at bettor understanding. The.vorkshop, "The Nursing Process: Expanding

the Knovledge Base for Culturally rivers: Clients," which took place- on

April 20, vas enthusiastically r'eceived by the nursing fadUity. William

4

Lightfoot vas also invited to participate in the warkshop but vas unable to

do so; however, Jean MacLaughlin, one of ihe folklore faculty members, sub-

stituted for him doing an excellent job of presenting Appalachian folk medical

beliefs.and practices. As a result of this workshop, the School of Nursing

has asked us to develop course an folk medical beliefs and practices for

their undergraduate nursizg majors.

All of tte foregoing evidence indicates that the Sumner Institute on the

Folklore ind Traditions of Mexican-American, Black, and Appalachian People has

had a tremendous impact on the schools and social_agencies wherwthe ideas .have

been applied. The influence of the Institute seems to be groWing beyond the

number of people who participated. /n terms of the stated goals, the /nstitute

has been an unqualified saccess and sbould be continued.

VALUATION OF TBE ROLE OF TEE AZVOSORY COUNCIL IN wariso OUT TEE PECOBAM

Fourteen'persons served on the Advisory Council, helping in various ways

to make the Institute a reality and -looses. Juan Andrade, Reverend Odson T

Lewis, John and Mary Lozier, Julian Markels, lAlliam Nelson, Jr., and Jose

Villa wrote letters of support for the Institute. Idlliam Johnson helped to

locate black participants; Jose Villa and Juan Andrade helped to identify

Mexican-American teachers.

Celedonio de la Crus, who joined us just before the Institute began,

1 1.
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spent two afternoons discussing Mexican festival and wedding traditions and

singing Mexican folk songs. Later he joined 4 his brother, a participant

in the Institute.. in sharing devil legends which had been passed down in

fami1y tradition. (video taped)

Gary Hunter shared Ohio slave narratives from the Archives of the Ohio

Historical Society. (taped)

John and Mary Lazier spent one full day in the classroom performing.

demonstrating and sharing Appalachian folk beliefs and practices, crafts, v

folk songs and folTk music with the Institute participants. (video taped)

Barbara Crumley audited many of the class sessions, often bringing guests

to share the experience.

Rudi Lira, 'who replaced Juan Andrade, spoke on his experiences growing

up in a traditional MeXican migrant fmily. (taped)

Aurora Madrigal, who was not able to participate during the Juni ;16..

August 4 period of the Institute proceedings, was replaced by Raquel anyaer

and Maria de Jesus Sierra, participants, both of whom spoke on the woman's

role in Hispanic traditional culture. Racquel also shared family herbal

medicine practices with Institute participants. (taped)

Advisory Council members proved most helpful, advising on procedures,

serving as resouroe persons, locating other resource persons, viiiting and

auditing class session, referring interested persons to the Institute, attending

performances, and so onr. In general, they were i strong and involved support

group throughout the entire experience.

Don Bateman, Advisory Council member who also served on the staff, helping

to identify teacher participants, attended every class session and played an

extremely valuable'role in alerting the teaching staff to the growing fEseling

of intensity and over exposure which at one point threatened to engulf the

'

4
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the participants. (This situtation is discussed aboie.) As a result of his

insight and sensitivity, the staff realized that not enough(fres time vas

allotted to digest the rich and varied faro. Hastings vith the participants

were then held to allow for a shift in class procedures which helped greatly

to relieve the intensity and to encourage more direct student participation,

planning and involvement. His role in this and other respects vas extremely

valuable.

At the end of the Institute, A#viscry Council member Julian Piszkels,t.

who is also the Ohio State VAltversity Ergli;fi Dopartment Minoan, wrote a

strong letter supporting the continuation of a sumMir folklore'institute,

and

and

the

endorsed and'supiinite

Appalachian folklore

Curriculum Committee

.AslaParitt

d the development of new courses in Mack, Efispanic,

which are currently in the process of alearing through

of the College of the Humanities.
ori

The goals in the proposal were "to give secondary and supervisory teachers

curriculum and backgrounimaterial which can be integrated into bigh qchool

curriculum, as well as t resent the same resources mateAal and information

and'other ussilatag tiloqur so thimasa, in turn

teach and/Or disseminate the materialla.a.-4i.slassrooms." /ie,were not able

to supervisory personnel into our program except on an informal basis.

y one teacher trainer participated, is an auditor. We also chose to-in-

clude two elementary school teachers and ftve junior high schOol teachers since

we found interest very high among this group and were able to help them adapt

what they were learning to younger students. We believe that las can reach

teacher trainers and other professional faculty through our sR:c Clearinghouse

deposits.

Five persons who originally served as Advisory Council members were unable

I 3
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to carry sout their wiles throwgh to the end of the Institute. In three

-

instances, they were replaced-by-other interested and contributing members.

Although we hoped to get out severgl vowslatters during the year, we

only ittacetded in one. We found that participants were often too busy to

send as information on their activities. Worused'the telephone quite ex .

tenstvely as a meanS of keeping in touch and ifl plan to send a final news.

letter late in June reporting what all the participants have done with folk.

lore in their classrooms during this past year.
.

ERIC Clearinghouse Deposits

All the materials produced for and during the Institite will be deposited

in the Ethnic Reritsge Studio's Clearinghouse in Boulder, Colorado.. Two copies

of ill printed matter and one copy of the video and cassette tapes will:bes

placed there. We have asked the clearinghouse in Colorado to send copies

of the printed material to the Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small

Schoels in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and to make the video tapes of all the

lectures available to anyone Who wishes. to duplicate them. Zn addition, the

same materials will be made available to the Ohio Depa4iment of Education

Teachisr Education rivision.

The following materials will be deposited:

. Two copies of this performance report.
;

- The folkiora manual, Collecting Folklore and_Folklife in Ohio. bY
Patrick B. Mullen.

- The teaching syllabi and bibliographies on the four courses taught.
(Folklore methodology, Mexican-American, Black, and Appalachian folklore)

- Casnette tapes of ill the lectures and presentations.

- selected projects and lesson plans developed by participants.

Video tapes of folk performances (John and Mary Lotier - Appalachian
lore, crafts, and music; Eddie Cruz Mexican Conjunto; Gospel Singers;
Devil Legends of the de la Cruz Family)
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410 Concluding remarks .

The project director, the teaching staff, and the participants wish

to thank the Office of Education Ethnic Heritage Studies Programs for funding

the Ohio'State University Summer Institute on the Folklore and Traditions of

Mexican-American, tlack, and Appalachian People. W. believe that this per-

formance report reflects both the success and influence of the Institute.

Attached is a response of one participant, Edward L. Swope, which we would

lice to share with you, and copies of oiir ryllabi And bibliographies.

(This report was prepared by /ne% Cardozo-Freeman and, Patrirk H. Mallen)
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Reflections on the Folklore Institute
by

Edward L. Swope

C.

C.

To be read by:

Inez Cardozo-Freeman

Pat Mullins

Darnell Williams

Bill Lieltfoot



,In an academic sottiltg the opportunity to express one's
,

.

Ofeelings and ihoughts in the first person is; indeed, very rare.

The existential experiences that.one brings 4.nto a situation or

takes from that name situa:tion are-often left unexpressed. Littlo

.

encouragement is offered bycollege proptssors to expLore the phe--

nomenological, inner experiencing that is Constantly occurring in

each of us. Instead, we (students) art told that theiscientific,

empirical method of looking at data ii :Q44.most scholarly piece of

work that we can involve ourselves in. At least, this idea is

implied In the context of the assignments that are usually given

students. For the past three years I have listened as enlight-

ened college professors have expounded upon the theme that childrens!

experiences must be brought into the classroom situation, yet

*careful observation has taught me that few professors actually

"practice what they preach." It is extremely difficult for me

to understand how teachers are supposed to be sensitive to the ex-

periences that children of a pluralistic society bring into a

classroom situation when they, themselves, arm seldom given the

oppdrtuniiy to explore their own feelingy and sensations. Thus.,

when the opportunity to present a paper representing my reflections

upon the folklore Institute experience became available, I immed-

iately saw the opportunity to share with others the meaninas I

have derived from this experience. It is in the spirit of this

institute (with its emphasis upon awareness and a deeper under-

standing of Black, Mexican-American, and Appalacian peoples) that

I relate the following thoughts and feelings as they have occurred

in me throughout the past six weeks. My deepest 'appreciation is
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extended to the professors of this institute for providing me with

.111, the rare opportunity of expressing myself in the fi.rst person.

It is enlightened educators such as yourselves who will bring

meaning back into an educational system which is currently bogged

down under its own weight.

'Recently, at a party given.by Pat Mullins, I had the grand

.
opportunity of sharing conversation,with Celedonio de la 'Cruz.

Celedonio approached me'land asked how I felt the non-Spanish

speaking peopl!\felt about his 'Performance (he sang strictly in

Spanish) earlier that afternoon.. I told Celeddnic that Z aould

not speak for tte rest of the Anglost but that I was very touched

by the sensitiviy which he expressed in 411; iinging. This sharing

of a feeling that,I had axperienced led the two of us Into a dirsper

conversation that left me with a warm feeling and deeper under-

standing, of the person who went by the name of Geledonio de la

Cruz, We talked about the beauty of the Spanish,language with its,

multitude of expressive words; we talked of the lack of expressive

words in the English language; we talked of Celedonio's experiences

as a doctor; but, most importantly we shared a few momitnts of time

that I shall not soon forget. We were suspended In time, cutting

across cultures as if they did not exist, yet fully realizine

that differences do exist3mong peoples of different cultures,

but that being sensitive to those differences is the bridge connect-

ing the various world views.

Another experience that I would like to share centers around

0 the brother of Caledonio, Homero de la Cruz. One day during. the

latter part of the folklore institute, Homero invited me to

.
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his room in Jones Tower to share his.phot,graphio art.with me.

111 I was extremely impretsed by the uniqme approach that Homero

has developed in his photographs. I expressed to him that ; was-

humbled by his skill: and then Homer'o said something to me that

I shall never forgot. He said that the fact that I could see

beauty In what others had created meant that I need not feel huibled

by anyone. The sensitivity with which he spokt these words left

me groping for a reply. I found none; silenct sufficed.

From these two experiences I have grown immensely. Let\me

explain. It makes me feel good (even now as I am writing) when

another human being want to share with me something In his life

that he values extremely )gh. The fact that Homeros as an ex- \

ample, wanted to share his photographic art with me indicatei

IIO that he felt safe and comf rtable with me.' I sincerely believe

that the greatest feeling in all the world is when ohe can feel

safety and security with another human being. We cannot begin

to share our humanitiOwith one another if we are threatened by

each other's existence. I cannot help but wonder how many kids

feel threatened in their classroom environment. Certainly, havinz

listened to Darnell, Bill, Pat, and Inez speak of:Black, Mexican-

American,,and Appalachian children and their Tespective school

experiences, I shudder to think of the answer\ Thus, it seems to

me that our first tasks as teachers is to provde an'environment

that is both safe and secure for the kids who c.ome into it. If

this feeling is felt by students, then-1 would hypothesize that

110 a deeper awareness and undemtanding of cultural. differences

among students would be more easily faciLitated.
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my experience with Celedoni0 has reinforced, the idea within

me that maculine men can also be very sensitive men. I feel that

it is very important that teachers look for sensitivity in boys

(much as Ultima did with young Antonio) and help to cultivate

this rare trait,.especially in a culture which denigrates a boy

who would express himself poetically orsin other sensitive ways.

Certainly, the traditional Mexican-American culture with its emphasis

upon romance as well as masculinity could provide an excellent ex-
,

ample of how men can effectively combine masculinity and sensitiv-

ity.

Six weeks ago the Hispanic names of }Comoro, Manuel, Casimiro,

Samuel, 'lariat Racquel, and Inez would have stirred up few images

in my mind. Now, as the Institute comes to an end, rany memories

III of these wonderful people will be carried with me back Into the

-'classroom. Discussing Mexican-American culture will take on,a

new-dimension because of this experience. I remember that Casimiro

warned against the tendency to portray Mexican-Americans in the

stereotypical Image of the poor migran4 worker. Yet, I also am

remembering the experien6es Maria has related concerning her

journies as a member of a migrant family. It is this balance of

experiences that makes me feel more prepared to talk about Mexican-

American folklore In the classroom. Before this folklore institute.

I probably knew just enough about all three cultures to make my-

self dangerous. Certainly, I focused upon the neaative aspects

of Mexican-American life as it related to migrant workers. The

010 richness of the folklore traditions as expressed in the corridcs,
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poetry 'dance., and other cultural forms were absent from my presen-

410tation. hus, I feel now that I am aware of some of the traditions

ens&

of the Hispa ic peoplesithat I can present a more balanced cultural

view of Mex can-Americans.

.In th preceding paragraph, I alluded to my level of aware-

ness incre ing d.ur e past six weeks. This increased awareness
\.

or "heightened consciousness" is absolutely necessary for any

significant wry-over to occur fram this institute to tte subse-

quent classroom situation. I view awareness as step one along a

crtinuum which would also include comittment and implementation.

But, before these latter two steps can occur, ona has to becons

aware that he is lacking in both knowledge 'and experience in a

specifivarea. It then becomes a matter of how much one will "open"

Illone's self to new information and experiences with all of the im-
.

plications for change. A strong committment to change one's way

of doing something wiil only result from an'openess to experience

with no restraints placed upon it. Similarly, the decision to

put. into practice, or implement, that which one. has learned can

only be effected through a strong committment. Thus, it seems to

me that what happens,beyond this institute will be a function of

the level of openess with which participants entered into and main-

tained throughout this folklore experience. Certainly, the proa;

fessors of this Lnstitute did an excellent job in expandine aware-

ness in the area of cultural differences, and only time will tell

how much i'he participants opened themselves up to this experience.

At this point, I would Like to focus upon some of the images

that are clear in my mind that I would regard as valuable learn-

ings gained from this.institute. First, Darnell's emphasis upon

21
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language )c.s a means for talderstSnding a people's exp ience made

a significant impression upon me. His statement that if we ne-

gate the language of a people, then we also negate their culture.

(because language is derived from culture) places a necessary re-

° sponsibility upon .teachers to expand their speech experiences.

I have learned that speech patterns,are rigidly enforced,in many

cultures, and kids who are forced ify teachers to give ui their na-

tive speech are often ostracized by members of their cultural

group. I am now aware of the covert racism that has occurred for

many years when Anglo teachers hive ridiculed Black, Mexican-

. American, and Appalachian kids for the way in which they speak.

The subtle, but overpowering message is that standard English

(as Spoken by whites) is a superior language to all others. What

.411white teachers musi understand is that these children cannot Intik

in standard English because of strong peer group pressure. So, ,

instesdrof sending a Black child to the principal's office for re-

fusing to change his speech habits, or instead of sending the child

to a speech therapist (most of whom have had no training in Black

dialect) for. "correcting" speech patterns, the classroom teacher

must look at the child's speech intrinsically. Darnell's point that

any speech is legitimate if it is the communicative pattern of a

people certainly makes more sense than the oppressive way in which

standard English is "crammed" down children's throats. Furthermore,

it was enlightening to me when Darnell followed up many of his

statements concerning Black dialect with concrete suggestions as

0 to how basic language skills could be taught through the express-

ions of Black children. For example, his suagestion that the toast

22
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is a well organized narrative that leak itself to the teaching

III of many language skil/s seems to.me to exemplify a superb tech-t.
nique that teachers can,utitize with Black stUdents (white students,

as well, certainly can benefit from an understanding of Black

cultural heritage) within the classroom. The basic format of the

toast can remain the same even it'the teacher feels he,'s, ust

remove certain "profanities" from the toast. The excuse that .

Black dialect must be bludgeoned to death withNi sledgehammer.is a

viewpoint that is rooted in isiclism and onewhich leads to the de-

struction of many minds and souls. If 7, have gained one 22§1

valuable insight from this institute it is that one cannot mess '-

withoanother person's language without messing with that.person's

beimg. That ta.playing God which is a very grandiose,thing for

410 any human to attempt/

Another point that I would like to discuss 'deals with the

importance of continuity in the formulation of a person's identity.

-If I am to answer the question Who am Is must not I also-answer

the questions Who was I and Mho might I become? To destroy a per-

son's past and block his future is analagous to leaving him drift-

ing aimlessly Ln space. For it is from past experiences and fu-

ture expectations that one derives meaning from the present. if

one accepts the importance of continuity in his life, then doesn't

fOlklore provide a mechanism by which identities can be more easily

formed? Certainly, a close observation of John and Mary Lozier

would build a strong case for the above argument. Stroma tradit-

0 ions and I firm identification with his past is very evident when

John-picks up his harmonica or when Mary artfully creates a quiLt.
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Certainiy, one would be hard pressed to argue againstAthe import-

"lance of folklore in the de;elopment of this man's or w man's iden-

tities. Indeed, I would argue ihat all of uslare products of ou:-.

experiences, so doesn't it it seem appropriate to look at those exper-

iences rather than ignore them? Might I not learn from your exper-

iences, and you, from mine? It is reaaly exciting for me to visual-

ize a world in which people share their experiences as opposed to

hiding them.

It is.with this thought in mind that.I would like to discuss

some possible applications of this institute to the classroom sit-

uation. Throughout this past six weeks, I have listened as various

members of the class have asked for practical applications of the

information that was presented in class. I feel that teachers

I.
often become so caught up in the "how to" that they often forget

the more'important question of "why, and for what purpose." In

retrospect, I was probably guilty of this demand, also. It is to

the credit of the professors that "heightening consciousness" was

not lost in the clamor for practicality. With this brief preface.

I would now Like to suggest some ways In which the institute could

carry over into the classroom. In my mind, the "Thistledown Project"

as discussed by David Nungesser of Natkins Memorial High School,

epitomizes the spirit of this institute. Certainly, the collection

techniques discussed by Pat (both in class and his manual) could be

utilized to their fullest extent ln such a "hands on" type of pro-

ject. Elements of the folk school concept'(as discussed by Chip and

"rill in' class) are readily apparent in the Thistledown Project.

For those not so brave as to attempt a foxfire ^pproach to teaching

folklore, I think it is safe to say that many exciting methods exist
2,1

through which the lessons of this institute can be effectively trans-



ferred to children. Certainly, Paulette's beautiful mural creation

0 of an Appalachian scene is a tremendous idea for arousing interest

among students in the study of mountain folklore. As I mentioned

earlier, the key element in this whole experience is the degree Of.

openess that each person has maintained throughout the past six weeks.

Creativity will not be a problei..but lack of committment might be.

I would like to end this rather Lengthy discussion of my folklore

experience this quarter by .coordinating some of those feelings in

the following poem I composed. I would Like to dedicate this poem

to the titeless energies of the instructors of the institute' whose

hard work and dedication certainly has led to much reflection on the

part .of this human being.

4

whit makes each of us unique
May be the language that we speak.
And what does language attempt to express
If not the humanity we each possess?

From each.of us comes forth a sound
Whose origins are implanted upon firm around.
The sound you make is different from mine.
But who has the riaht to change its design?

We each progress from a different beginning
When does it become a matter of winn;.ng?
Why can't we understand beginnings and ends
And accept humanity in all its blends?

Because you beaan in a different place
With a different language, from a different race
Does not give me the right to say,
"Change your customs or do not stay."

In fact, I do not have any right
To predetermine your course of flight.
4e are as we are from whence we came
So let us continue without any shame.
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Topic: Folklore Methodology and Curriculum Materials

4

Objectives: The course will have two primary objectives: to introduce

methods and approaches to the study of folklore, and to introduce information

on gathering resource materials to help teach folklore in the classroom.

In addition, the course will provide information on how the students can

collect and preserve the folk traditions of ethilic groups in their own

cOmmunities and how archives may be set up locally to preserve ethnic

traditions.
k

Evaluation: The students will be tested en their understanding.of the

basic approaches to the study of folklore by means;of a mid-term

examination, They will write a term paper on praciical problems of

finding and presenting folklore materials in the classroom. The final

examination will cover both'general theories of folklore and uses of

folklore in teaching minority ethnic groupg.

.§1.11.11222.:

1st week: Def.nitions of folklore and folklife

2nd week: Approaches to the study of folklore: furctional, structural,

ethnographic, literary.

3rd week: tibliogiaphies of folklore collections and studies

4th week: Library and archive resources for folklore materials:

books, collections, recordings, films.

26
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5th week: Practicum on field collecting methodology

6th week:. practicum on classifying and atchiving of :olklore

Texts:

Patrick B. MUllen, Collectin Folklore and Folklife in Ohio

Jan Brunvand, The Study of American Folklore

Jan Brunyand, Folklore, A Study and Research Guide

r,
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°Ene lish 694

411 TWICI Mexicar.:-Am'erican rOlkloie

OBJECTIVES: To give the student (teacher) an understanding of Mexicans.
American catare tbrongb the study of Mesioan.American folk expression, and
to give the..student(teaciher) knowledge of how to use folk materials in the
classroom with students of this culture.

EVALUATION: Two examinations,(a mid-terWand final) will test the students'
-understanding of MixicanpAmerican traditional culture. A term piper will,be
assigned in'which t.le relationship of folklore and literature will be snw
alysed in the novel, fess NE& ql_t4ms. by Rndolfo AnaTa.

TEXTS: Rudolfo Anaya, gess Me, Ultima. (Tonatiuh International Publishers)

VAlson M. Endson, The Sealer of Los Olmod. (Southern Methodist
University)

.Am4rico Parades, rolktales of Mexico. (TnivirsLty of Chicago Press)

'Frances Toor, A Treasury of Mexican Fclicitm. (Cram Publishers)

410 SYLLABUS:

.

lst.week: IntrOduction to folk:Ways. and valuess' the Spanish-Mexican4ndian

eft

racial and cult2ral inheritance.
.

I

. 2nd week: Traditional customs, rituals, healing,practices; and beliefs ..

I(Celebra4ons,4folk religion, bruleria; ouranderismo),
,

.,.....T......
_

11rd week: Folk narratives: legends (religious and secular); folktales;

.

and contumporary jokes *act:. reflect sociil attitudes.
Jo

4th.week: Folk spent:1h; proverbs; riddles; children's games and songs; and
folk poetry (religious an&secular) .

i42,

3th week: Traditional drama and teatro (religious and seed:ler): folk.music
(mdsica nortega)

6th week: Traditional songs and ballads (canciones 2:corridos)

31
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Mexican-Amer can Folklore
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English 694, Appalachian.Folkl.oreseSummer, 1978

'William E. LightfOot, Instructor
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n.Course Proposal for English 694, ApPalachian Folklore,

William E. Lightfoot, Instructor

.The course is designed to acquaint students with the various

forms of Appalachian folk cultire and with the traditional philoso-

phies and aesthetic systems which underlie these forms.

Obviously, any consideration of Appalachian folklore must

begin with an examination of the historical, geographical, and socio-

cultural conditions which led to the formation'of traditional mountain

culture. Readings in John C. Campbell's out122.§...2.1.éra .

His Homeland -- a classic work on frontier mountain lite -- will sup-

plement lectures on this topic. For background on oontemporary life

in Appalachia, Jack E. Weller's Yesterday's People will be Assigned.

After a "week spent on contextual matters, the students should be

Abetter tquipped to study and understand specific aspects of Appalachian
.mor

folklore, which is of course a reflection of folklife in.the mountains.

Following.the conventional system for classifying folklore

genres, we will begin by studying Appalachian folk speech (grammar,

pronunciation, vocabulary) and gnomic forns (proverbsj riddles,

rhymes)% The next topic will be folk beliefs ("superstitians")t

weather and planting lore (signs, traditional techniques), folk

medicine (cures, remedies), and supernatural lore ("luck", omens,

etc.). Ln connection with folk beliefs, and corresponding ritual

behavior, the film Thejoly (which documents an Ap-

palachian snake-handling group) will be shown.
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After a mid-term examination, the class will begin considering

Appalachian.falk literature (jokes, Mdrchen, legends), relying

upou Leonard Roberts' XitigJanc.h.§ettlea for,authentic, field-

collected texts.

Then, follows a unit on Appalachian folk musici lyriO songs,

religious songs, and ballads. Professor Roberts' book also contains

,many fine examples of mountain music. /n-addAion to.tape-recordings

and a film (The High, Tioneiome Sound), the class will Axperience

live folk music performed by Appalachian natives John and Mary Lozier.

The Loziers will also share with the class some examples of,

Appalachian material folk cultures quilts, corn-husk dolls, redipes,

tools, etc.

Arte this intensive examination of Appalachian folk culture,

the student/teachers should be able to communicate and interact

with mountain people with,heightened awareness and understanding.
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plglish 694

IIIMELE: African-American Folklore

Oblectives: The course will have two objectives: to give the student'an under-

standing of black American culture through the study of black folk expressions,

end to gille the student knowledge of haw to Use folk materials in the classroom

with black pupils.

Evaluations: Two examinations (a mid-tarm and ftnal) will test the students
understanding of African-American folk culture. A term paper will focus on
problems of using black folklore in the classroom.

Syllabus: .0

1st Week: Definitions of African-American folklore and African backgrounds
of folklore in the new world.

Znd Week: ,Folk beliefs, magic and superstition, folk medicine and what they

reveal about black culture.

3rd Week: Folktales and jokes:.trickster stories, animal tales, contemporary
jokes which reflect social attitudes.

4th Week: Street language, children's rhymes, verbal contest and rhymed folk
narrative.

41Ibth Week: Early black music: shouts, hollers, work songs, spirituals.

6th Week: Country and urban blues.

Texts:

Alan Dundes Mother' Wit from the Laughin Barrel Readin s in the

Interpretation of Afro-American Folklore,

Richard Dorson, American Negro Folktales

Roger Abrahams, Positively Black
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